Principal Town Planner
Birmingham
£45,000 + £5,200 Car Allowance + Bonus + Benefits
We are currently working with a well-established, multidisciplinary consultancy with several offices
across the UK. Working across multiple high-profile UK projects, they offer services across an entire
project, from planning and design through to delivery.
This is a fantastic opportunity for an experienced Planner looking to take their career to the next
level. Offering industry leading training, tailored development plans, generous bonus and reward
schemes along with a clear route for progression. Additionally, they’ve worked hard to employ
individuals with their key values in order to create such a friendly and vibrant culture!
Due to significant growth, there is now an exciting opportunity for an experienced Planner (at
Principal level) to join the team. Exposed to a variety of project work (including large scale strategic
developments), the role will be tailored to match your skills and background which may include
residential and regeneration schemes, commercial, town expansion, rural and/or heritage related
developments.
The successful candidate will be managing multiple complex projects with the role involving project
management, residential and commercial development, written presentations, informal hearing and
public inquiry submissions, site appraisals and submissions on planning and advertisement
applications.
As the role will involve providing the best client care and the winning of new business, our client is
looking for an individual with a natural flare for developing and growing strong relationships as well
as someone who can continue building upon the Group’s existing strong reputation in the market.
Ideally a Chartered Member of the RTPI, the successful candidate will also have extensive experience
within a similar role. Previous private consultancy experience is desirable but not essential.
Not only will you receive some of the best training and development in the industry, but you will also
be rewarded with a competitive salary and excellent rewards package (including flexible/home
working). There is no ‘glass ceiling’ so therefore offering you lots of autonomy to add value, drive
change and reach your full potential.
If you are ‘hungry’ for success and want to join some of the best in the industry, we’d love to hear
from you!
All applications will remain completely confidential between yourself and Donna Banks at JRR. You
will not be added to any mailing lists and rest assured your details will NOT be passed on to anyone
without your prior authorisation. If you are interested in this or any other Urban Design opportunity,
please give Donna a call on 0121 582 0877 or apply with your CV/Portfolio to this advert.
For more information, please contact us:
0121 582 0877
Donna.Banks@joshuarobert.co.uk

